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1.Introduction 
Automatic recognition of people is a challenging problem which has received much 
attention during the recent years [FRHomepage, AFGR, AVBPA] due to its potential 
applications in different fields such as law enforcement, security applications or video 
indexing. Face recognition is a very challenging problem and up to date, there is no 
technique that provides a robust solution to all situations and different applications that face 
recognition may encounter. 
Most of the face recognition techniques have evolved in order to overcome two main 
challenges: illumination and pose variation [ FRVT02, FRGC05, Zhao03, Zhao06]. Either of 
these problems can cause serious performance degradation in a face recognition system. 
Illumination can change the appearance of an object drastically, and in the most of the cases 
these differences induced by illumination are larger than differences between individuals, 
what makes difficult the recognition task. The same statement is valid for pose variation. 
Usually, the training data used by face recognition systems are frontal view face images of 
individuals [Brunelli93, Nefian96, Turk91, Pentland94, Lorente99, Belhumeur97, Bartlett02, 
Moghaddam02, Delac05, Kim02, Schölkopf98, Schölkopf99, Yang02, Yang04, , Wang06, 
Yu06, Heo06]. Frontal view images contain more specific information of a face than profile 
or other pose angle images. The problem appears when the system has to recognize a 
rotated face using this frontal view training data. Furthermore, the appearance of a face can 
also change drastically if the illumination conditions vary [Moses94]. Therefore, pose and 
illumination (among other challenges) are the main causes for the degradation of 2D face 
recognition algorithms. 
Some of the new face recognition strategies tend to overcome both challenges from a 3D 
perspective. The 3D data points corresponding to the surface of the face may be acquired 
using different alternatives: a multi camera system (stereoscopy) [Onofrio04, Pedersini99, 
structured light [Scharstein02, 3DRMA], range cameras or 3D laser and scanner devices 
[Blanz03, Bowyer04, Bronstein05]. The main advantage of using 3D data is that depth 
information does not depend on pose and illumination and therefore the representation of 
the object do not change with these parameters, making the whole system more robust. O
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However, the main drawback of the majority of 3D face recognition approaches is that they 
need all the elements of the system to be well calibrated and synchronized to acquire 
accurate 3D data (texture and depth maps). Moreover, most of them also require the 
cooperation or collaboration of the subject making them not useful for uncontrolled or semi-
controlled scenarios where the only input of the algorithms will be a 2D intensity image 
acquired from a single camera. 
All these requirements can be available during the training stage of many applications. 
When enrolling a new person in the database, it could be performed off-line, with the help o 
human interaction and with the cooperation of the subject to be enrolled. On the contrary, 
the previous conditions are not always available during the test stage. The recognition will 
be in most of the cases in a semi-controlled or uncontrolled scenario, where the only input to 
the system will probably consist of a 2D intensity image acquired from a single camera. One 
possible example of these application scenarios are video surveillance or control access. This 
leads to a new paradigm using some mixed 2D-3D face recognition systems where 3D data 
is used in the training but either 2D or 3D information can be used in the recognition 
depending on the scenario. Following this concept, where only part of the information 
(partial concept) is used in the recognition, a novel method is presented in this work. This 
has been called Partial Principal Component Analysis (P2CA) since it fuses the partial 
concept with the fundamentals of the well known PCA algorithms. Both strategies have 
been proven to be very robust in pose variation scenarios showing that the 3D training 
process retains all the spatial information of the face while the 2D picture effectively 
recovers the face information from the available data. Simulation results have shown 
recognition rates above 91% when using face images with a view range of 180º around the 
human face in the training stage and 2D face pictures taken from different angles (from -90º 
to +90º) in the recognition stage. 
2.State-of-the art face recognition methods 
2.1 2D face recognition 
The problem of still face recognition can be simply stated as: given a set of face images 
labelled with the person identity (learning set) and an unlabeled set of face images from the 
same group of people (the test set), identify each person in the test images. This problem 
statement is also known as person identification. 
Different schemes and strategies have been proposed for the problem of face recognition. 
The categorization of these approaches is not easy and different criteria are usually used in 
literature. One popular classification scheme is the attending of the holistic/non-holistic 
philosophy of the methods[Zhao03, Zhao06]. Holistic methods try to recognize the face in 
the image using overall information, that is, the face as a whole. These methods are 
commonly referred as appearance-based approaches.  On the contrary, non-holistic 
approaches are based on identifying particular features of the face such as the nose, the 
mouth, the eyes, etc. and their relations to make the final decision. Some recent methods try 
to exploit the advantages of both approaches at the same time and therefore they are 
classified as hybrid. The number of 2D face recognition algorithms is immense and they 
enclose a huge variety approaches so it would be impossible to make an exhaustive 
enumeration of all publications related with 2D face recognition. 
Kanade’s face identification system [Kanade73] was the first automated system to use a top-
down control strategy directed by a generic model of expected feature characteristics of the 
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face. Later Brunelli et al. and Nefian have used correlation-based approaches [Brunelli93, 
Nefian96]. In this kind of methods, the image is represented as a bidimensional array of 
intensity values (IT) and is compared with a single template (T) that represents the whole 
face. Nevertheless, one important date for face recognition was beginning of the 90’s when 
Turk and Pendland implemented the Eigenfaces approach [Turk91, Pentland94], which is 
surely the most popular face recognition method. This was the beginning of the appearance-
based methods for face recognition. After Eigenfaces, different statistical approaches have 
appeared that improve the results of Eigenfaces under certain constraints. For example, the 
most representative ones are Fisherfaces which is more robust towards illumination 
conditions [Belhumeur97], Kernel PCA [Kim02] and Independent Component Analysis 
[Bartlett98] which exploit higher-order statistics, or a recent two dimensional extension of 
the PCA [Yang04].  
Another strategy that has been used to solve face recognition is neural networks 
[Kohonen88, Fadzil94, Lawrence97, Lin97, Haddadnia02 Palanivel03]. Neural networks 
approaches promise good performance but these have to be further improved and 
investigated mainly because of the difficulty of the training the system. One method that 
intends to solve the conceptual problems of conventional artificial neural networks,, and 
should be also mentioned, is Elastic Graph Matching [Lades93, Wiskott99]. Face recognition 
using Elastic Graph Matching (EGM) [Lades93] is based on the neural information 
processing concept, the Dynamic Link Architecture (DLA). In EGM, a face is represented by 
a set of feature vectors (Gabor responses) positioned on nodes of a rectangular grid placed 
on the image. Comparing two faces corresponds to matching and adapting a grid taken 
from one image to the features of the other image. Rotation in depth is compensated for by 
elastic deformation of the graphs. 
Although all methods report encouraging and excellent results, the real fact is that 
approaches based on statistical appearance-based methods like Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) and Elastic Graph Matching [Lades93, Wiskott99] are the algorithms which 
present the best face recognition rates [Zhang97]. For a more detailed survey about all the 
different methods, the author is addressed to the work of Zhao et al. [Zhao03 Zhao06]. 
2.2 3D face recognition approaches  
The 3D structure of the human face intuitively provides high discriminatory information 
and is less sensitive to variations in environmental conditions like illumination or view-
point. For this reason, recent techniques have been proposed employing range images, i.e. 
3D data in order to overcome the main challenges of 2D face recognition: Pose and 
illumination. Next section a review of the most relevant approaches in 3D face recognition 
will be presented. In fact, the section has been divided into three main groups: Curvature-
based algorithms, multimodal approaches and finally model-based methods. 
2.2.1 Early work in 3D face recognition: curvature-based approaches 
3D Face Recognition is a relatively recent trend although early work was done over a decade 
ago [Cartoux89, Lee90, Gordon91]. The first contributions to the field [Cartoux89, Lee90, 
Gordon91] were mainly based on the extraction of a curvature representation of the face 
from ranging images. Then a set of features were obtained or created from these curvature 
face representations and used to match the different faces. For example, in [Cartoux89], a 
profile curve is computed from the intersection of the face range image and the profile 
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plane. This profile plane is defined as the one that segments the face in two quasi-symmetric 
parts. In order to find it, Cartoux et al. propose an iterative method where the 
correspondence between points of the convex-concave representation of the face is 
analyzed.  Very high recognition rates were reported (100%) for experiments carried out on 
a very small database of 18 face images which correspond to 5 persons. Another curvature-
based method is the one presented in [Lee90]. An Extended Gaussian Image (EGI) is created 
from the parameterization to the Gaussian Sphere of the curvature maps (in fact, only the 
points which represent the convex regions of the face). To establish the correspondence 
between two different EGIs a region a graph-matching approach is applied. This graph-
matching algorithm incorporates relational constraints that account for the relative spatial 
locations of the convex regions in the domain of the range image.  Similar to the previous 
approach Gordon et al. [Gordon91] acquire range data from a laser scanner and 
parameterize it into a cylindrical coordinate representation. Afterwards, the principal 
curvature maps for this range data are computed and used for the segmentation of the face 
range image (four different regions: concave, convex and two types of saddle). Two 
different ways of matching the faces were proposed: The first one is a depth template-based 
approach, and the second one is a comparison between feature vectors composed of some 
fiducial points and their relationships. A recognition rate of 100% is reported for a database 
of 26 individuals and a probe set of 8 faces under 3 different views. Tanaka et al. [Tanaka98] 
extended the work of Lee [Lee90] and proposed a spherical correlation of the EGIs. 
Experiments are reported with a 100% recognition rate utilizing a set of 37 range images 
from the National Research Council of Canada database.  
A more recent curvature-based approach [Feng06] extracts two sets of facial curves from a 
face range image. The authors present a novel facial feature representation, the affine 
integral invariant that mitigates the effect of pose on the facial curves. The authors claim that 
a human face can be characterized by 12 affine invariant curves, which are located near the 
face center profile, center and corner of eye regions. Each curve is projected onto a 8 
dimensional space to construct a feature vector with a resulting performance by a 3-NN 
classifier of 92.57% recognition accuracy for a database of 175 face images. 
The main drawback of these methods is that there are only few fiducial points (features) that 
can be reliably extracted from a 2D face image and would be insensitive to illumination, 
pose, and expression variations.  
A recent and successful method which cannot be classified in this curvature-based category 
but that intends to perform recognition from geodesic distances between points of the face is 
the one presented by the Bronstein twins [Bronstein05]. The authors focused their research 
on a very robust system towards facial expression variations. Under the assumption that the 
facial skin does not stretch significantly, facial expressions can be modeled as isometries, i.e. a 
transformation that bends the surface such that the object (face) does not “feel” it. In other 
words, the main idea is to find a transformation which maps the geodesic distances between 
a certain numbers of sample points on the facial surface to Euclidean distances. This 
transformation is called the canonical form. The authors reported 100% recognition rate for a 
database of 30 subjects with big variations in facial expression even though two of the 30 
subjects are the Bronstein twins. 
A similar approach based also in geodesic distances detects surface creases, ravines and 
ridges [Antini06] which are less sensitive then the fiducial points needed for extracting the 
curves of previous approaches [Cartoux89, Lee90, Gordon91, Tanaka98, Feng06]. These 
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surface variations provide important information about the shape of 3D objects. Intuitively, 
these salient traits can be defined as those curves on a surface where the surface bends 
sharply. Then, a theory for modeling spatial relationships between curves in the 3D domain 
has been developed. Finally, a graph matching solution is proposed for the comparison 
between the spatial relationships computed on curves extracted from a template model and 
those of reference models. The results presented are worse than the ones shown by the 
Bronstein twins [Bronstein05] but it should be also mentioned that the database used for the 
experiments is composed of the double of subjects (61 persons).  
2.2.2 2D+3D multimodal approaches 
A second type of 3D Face Recognition approaches could be the so called multimodal 
algorithms. Basically, the general idea is to apply conventional statistical appearance-based 
methods (like PCA, LDA, ICA…) not only to texture but also to depth images 
[Tsalakanidou04, Chang05, Samani06]. It could be foreseen as two different face recognition 
experts (one for each modality) whose opinions are combined in a final stage in order to 
claim the identity of the person. The advantage of this category of 3D FR methods is that it 
adds depth information to conventional approaches without increasing too much the 
computational cost. These multimodal methods report generally better recognition rates for 
texture than for depth information when performing the recognition separately. 
Nevertheless, in all the cases an improvement of the recognition is reported when using 
both modalities together.  
Tsalakanidou et al. [Tsalakanidou04] report on multimodal face recognition using color and 
3D images. The input data of the system is a color frontal view face image with its 
corresponding frontal depth map (range image). The recognition algorithm is based on the 
application of PCA to the different color planes and to the range image individually. 
Experiments are carried out on a subset of 40 persons from the XM2VTS database. Again the 
best reported results show a 99% of accuracy for the multimodal algorithm which clearly 
outperforms the recognition rates of each modality (range and color) alone. 
A similar, but most extended, 2D+3D proposal is presented by Chang et al [Chang05]. The 
study involves 198 persons in the gallery and either 198 or 670 time-lapse probe images. PCA-
based methods are used separately for each modality and match scores in the separate face 
spaces are combined for multimodal recognition. The authors conclude that 2D and 3D have 
similar recognition performance when considered individually and that a simple weighting 
scheme combination of both modalities outperforms either 2D or 3D alone. Chang et al 
compare also the multimodal scheme with a 2D multi-image proposal, showing that again is 
better to use both modalities together rather than using multiple images of the same modality. 
A more recent approach [Samani06] fuses both modalities before applying the statistical 
method. A range and an intensity image are obtained using two digital cameras in a stereo 
setup and both images are rearranged in a higher dimensional vector representation called 
composite image. The authors reported better results when using this combined depth-texture 
representation and then applying PCA, rather than applying PCA to each modality alone.  
2.2.3 3D model-based approaches 
One main drawback of all the methods reviewed so far (curvature-based and multimodal 
approaches) is that the input of the recognition stage of these approaches should maintain 
the same data format as the training images, i.e. if frontal views have been used during the 
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training stage then a depth and/or intensity frontal image is required in the recognition stage 
[Chang05]. Opposite to those two previous 3D face recognition categories, 3D model based 
approaches train the system with 3D data but then they perform the recognition using only 
one single intensity image. This last category can be enclosed in a 2D-3D mixed face 
recognition framework.  
3D model-based approaches use complete morphable 3D models of a face to perform the 
recognition [Beymer95, Georghiades01, Ansari03, Blanz03, Lu05, Lu06]. These approaches 
build a 3D model (3D mesh) using some 3D scans by means of special 3D devices, 
structured light, or multiple camera in the training stage. Then the input data for the 
recognition stage is one simple 2D intensity image which can correspond to any pose of a 
face. The model-based approach try to fit this image to the 3D face model (a generic one of 
one for each person on the database) and then, it tries to recognize the person. In fact, fitting 
the 3D morphable model to test images can be used in two ways for recognition across 
different viewing conditions as stated in [Blanz03]: 
Paradigm 1. After fitting the model, recognition can be based on model coefficients, which 
represent intrinsic shape and texture of faces, and are independent of imaging conditions. 
For identification, all gallery images are analyzed by the fitting algorithm, and the shape 
and texture coefficients are stored. Given a test image, the fitting algorithm computes the 
again the coefficients which are compared with all gallery data in order to find the nearest 
neighbor [Ansari03, Blanz03] 
Paradigm 2. Three-dimension face reconstruction can be employed to generate synthetic 
views from gallery or probe images [Beymer95, Georghiades01, Lu05, Lu06]. The synthetic 
views are then transferred to a second viewpoint-dependent recognition algorithm, i.e. 
using some of the 2D Face Recognition methods presented in Section 2.1.  
The most representative model-based approach using Paradigm 1 is the outstanding 
method presented by Blanz and Vetter [Blanz03]. The authors use an analysis-by-synthesis 
technique. First, a generic 3D morphable model is learned and created from a set of textured 
3D scans (depth and texture maps) of heads. In fact, the morphable model is based on a 
vector space representation of faces. The authors, align 200 textured 3D scans of different 
persons using an optical-flow algorithm to a reference scan. Then using the 200 aligned 
textured 3D scans they apply PCA to shape and texture separately in order to construct the 
3D morphable model. The fitting process of the model to an image optimizes shape 
coefficients, texture coefficients and 22 additional rendering parameters (camera parameters, 
illumination, viewpoint, etc), i.e. given an input image the fitting procedure minimizes a 
cost function that takes into account all these parameters. The goal of this fitting procedure 
can be defined as an analysis-by-synthesis loop, that tries to find the model and scene 
parameters such that the model, rendered by computer graphics algorithms, produces an 
image as similar as possible to the input image. The authors presented recognition rates on 
large databases (FERET and CMU-PIE) above the 95% and stated that their algorithm has 
been evaluated with 10 more face recognition systems in the Face Recognition Vendor Test 
2002 [FRVT02] obtaining better results for non-frontal face images for 9 out of 10 systems. 
On the other hand, one of the most recent examples of the second paradigm is the work 
presented by Lu et al. [Lu05, Lu06]. For each subject, a 3D face model is constructed by 
integrating several 2.5D face scans which are captured from different views. The authors 
considered a 2.5D surface as a simplified version of the 3D (x, y, z) surface representation 
that contains at most one depth value (z direction) for every point in the (x, y) plane. Each 
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3D model has also its associated texture map. The recognition stage consists of two 
components: Namely, surface matching and appearance-based matching. The surface 
matching component is based on a modified Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. This 
surface matching returns a small candidate list from the whole gallery that is used for 
appearance matching. This combination of surface and appearance matching reduces the 
complexity of the system. Three-dimensional models in the gallery are used to synthesize 
new appearance samples with pose and illumination variations and the synthesized face 
images are used in discriminant subspace analysis. Experimental results are given for 
matching a database of 200 3D face models with 598 2.5D independent test scans acquired 
under different pose and some lighting and expression changes. 
The main drawback of 3D model-based approaches, independent of what paradigm do they 
use, is the high computational burden of the fitting procedure of the intensity image to the 
3D generic model in an accurate manner that do not degrade recognition results. Thus, 
section 0 will introduce a novel 2D-3D face recognition framework which can be foreseen as 
a gap between pure 2D and pure 3D face recognition methods.  
For a more detailed survey about all the different 3D Face Recognition methods, the author 
is addressed to the work. [Bowyer04, Chang05, Zhao03, Zhao06]. 
3. Partial principal component analysis: a 2D-3D mixed face recognition 
scheme 
3.1.1 Fundamentals of the 2DPCA method 
Like in the majority of face recognition methods, in 2DPCA [Yang04] the dimensionality of 
the face images is reduced through the projection into a set of M optimal vectors which 
composed the so called feature space or face space. The vectors representing the ih individual 
are obtained as: 
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,where Ai is the mxn texture image representing individual i , µ is the mean image of the 
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projected vectors rk averaged through the whole database. These vectors could be 
interpreted as unique signatures that identify each person. The projection described in 
Equation (1) is depicted in Fig. 1. Note that each vector rki has m components where m is the 
dimension of the matrix Ai in the vertical direction (height of the face image). 
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Fig. 1. Representation of a face in 2DPCA using only one vector (v1) 
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The set of ortonormal vectors which maximize the projection of Equation (1) may be 
obtained as the solution to the following optimization problem: Find vk for k=1,..,M such 
that ∑∑ ⋅=
k l
l
k
Tl
k
rr )(ξ
 
is maximum, where rkl is defined as the projection of image l 
through the vector vk and l accounts for the number of images in the training set. The 
function to be maximized may be expressed as: 
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,which states that the optimum projection vectors may be obtained as the eigenvectors 
associated to the M largest eigenvalues of the nxn non-negative definite Covariance matrix Cs 
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Therefore, a total of M feature vectors are available, with n (width of the face image) 
components each as depicted in Fig. 1. The image has been compressed to a total of mxM 
scalars with M always being smaller than n. 
After computing the face space, at least one signature (rki) will be extracted for each person of 
the database by projecting one (or more) representative image (usually one frontal face 
image with a neutral expression) in the face space.  During the recognition stage, when a 
new image is input to the system, the mean image is subtracted ant the result is projected 
into the face space resulting in a new signature rk with k=1,…,M. The best match is found for 
the identity i that minimizes the Euclidean distance: 
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where L represents the number of individuals in the database. 
The procedure is quite different from conventional PCA, since in 2DPCA the whole image is 
represented as a 2D matrix instead of a 1D vector like in PCA. Certainly, in PCA a scalar 
number is obtained when the vector image is projected to one eigenvector, whereas in 
2DPCA, an m-dimensional vector (rk) is obtained, when the image (in matrix form) is 
projected to an eigenvector. It can seem that the 2DPCA approach demands more 
computational cost because it uses vectors instead of numbers to represent the projections. 
However, the number of eigenvectors {vk} needed in 2DPCA for an accurate representation 
is much lower than in PCA [Yang04]. 
The authors report extensive simulations of these algorithms in different data sets that 
include images of individuals under different expressions and taken in different dates (AR 
database) and compare the performance of the method with Fisherfaces, ICA, Eigenfaces 
and Kernel Eigenfaces. In most simulations 2DPCA has shown better or at least equal 
performance than the other alternatives. Probably, the main reason for the improvement is 
that the covariance matrix is of lower order and therefore can be better estimated using a 
reduced number of samples. Another inherent advantage of the procedure is the 
computational time for the feature extraction and the computation of eigenvectors is 
significantly below the PCA. 
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3.2 A novel mixed 2D-3D FR scheme: Partial Principal Component Analysis (P2CA) 
As already mentioned, the main objective is to implement a face recognition framework 
which takes advantage of 3D data in the training stage but then use either 2D or 3D in the 
recognition stage.  
The most used definition of the term “3D face data” could be the data that represents the 
three-dimensional shape of a face from all the possible view angles with a texture map 
overlaid on this 3D depth map [Zhao06].  In this work, however, the main objective was to 
show the validity of the method; thus, we will refer to the multi-view texture maps (180º 
cylindrical texture representations) as the “3D data”. Nevertheless, all the fundamentals and 
experiments explained below and in the following sections are also valid when using 
“complete 3D data” (depth and texture maps) as shown in [Onofrio06]. 
The 3D face information required in the training stage could be obtained by means of 3D 
laser scanners, by structured light reconstruction systems, by multicamera camera sets using 
stereoscopic techniques, or by simple morphing techniques. A simple approach based on 
semiautomatic morphing of 2D pictures taken from different view has been followed in this 
work for its simplicity since our main objective, as already stated, is a mixed 2D-3D face 
recognition framework and not an accurate 3D face reconstruction system. 
Let us present the main idea of P2CA which is based on the fundamentals of 2DPCA 
[Yang04] explained in the previous section. Now, let us take the mxn 180º texture map of the 
subject i and rotate it 90º as shown in Fig 2. Now we can reformulate Equation (1) by 
changing Ai with AiT so that the transposed texture image is represented by the M vectors rki. 
Now, unlike in the previous section, each vector rki has m components where m is the 
dimension of the matrix Ai in the horizontal direction (width of the original texture map). 
Mk
k
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(5) 
Note also, that the mean is not subtracted when computing the signature of individual i. 
This fact does not represent a problem and will lead only to the necessity of using one more 
eigenvector as can be mathematically demonstrated. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Description of a cylindrical coordinate image by means of projection vectors (training 
stage) 
During the recognition procedure if complete 3D data of the individual is available, the 
recognition stage is straightforward. In fact, it is only necessary to convert the 3D data to 
cylindrical coordinates (texture maps) and compute the resulting M vectors rk. The best 
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match is found for the identity i that minimizes the Euclidean distance formulated in 
Equation (4). 
The main advantage of this representation scheme is that it can also be used when only 
partial information of the individual is available. Consider, for instance, the situation 
depicted in Fig 3, where it is supposed that only one 2D picture of the individual is 
available. Each of the 2D pictures of the subject (frontal and lateral) show a high correlation 
with the corresponding area of the cylindrical representation of the 3D image. The 
procedure for extracting the information of a 2D picture is illustrated in Fig 4. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Comparing 2D pictures with a cylindrical representation of the subject 
 
Fig. 4. Projection of a partial 2D picture through the vector set vk (recognition stage) 
In this case, mxp 2D picture will be represented by M vectors rk with a reduced dimension p.  
However, it is expected that these p components will be highly correlated with a section of p 
components in the complete vectors rki computed during the training stage. Therefore, the 
measure proposed below can be used to identify the partial available information (p 
components) through the vectors rki:  
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k l
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The most outstanding point of P2CA is that the image projected in the n-dimensional space 
does not need to have dimension mxn (3D data) during the recognition stage so that only 
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partial information (2D data) can be used as illustrated in Fig 4. It is possible to use a 
reduced mxp (p<n) image which is projected to a smaller subspace. Fig 5 depicts the general 
block diagram of the P2CA technique explained above and its flexibility. The whole system 
is trained with the 3D data (texture maps in the bottom part of Fig 5) and the feature vectors 
rki are computed for each individual of the database (a total of L individuals). The 
recognition procedure is illustrated in the top part of Fig 5. If the scenario permits to acquire 
3D face images, these are projected to the face space obtained m-dimensional signatures 
which can be directly compared with the ones stored in the database using Euclidean 
Distance. On the other hand, if only one normal 2D face image is available, then the 
resulting p-dimensional signatures are compared with the database ones applying some 
correlation methods like the criteria defined in Equation (6). For more details about Partial 
Principal Component Analysis the reader is addressed to the work of Rama et al. [Rama05a, 
Rama05b, Rama06]. 
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Fig. 5. General Block Diagram of P2CA Approach 
4. Aligned texture map creation 
4.1 Introduction 
Multi view image analysis and synthesis is used for a variety of computer vision and 
graphics approaches. Combining or stitching of several captured views to one complete 
virtual representation can be achieved by interpolation between the real captured views. In 
the articles of Akimoto et al. and Soh et al. [Akimoto93, Soh95] the creation of virtual views 
for a face is described by using a cylindrical projection onto the real or almost real object 
surface. A multi resolution edge based approach to align real views are described in the 
article of Lee et al. [Lee00]. Cylindrical approximations of a human face is used for head 
motion tracking, like in the publication of Brown, Cascia et al. and in the article of Xiao et al. 
[Brown01, Cascia98, Xiao93]. Spherical approximation of the head, which is more reliable for 
head motions, like in the used video sequences is described in the conference publication of 
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Lui and Chen [Liu03]. A complete mosaicking scheme for the creation of a virtual face image 
used for face recognition purposes is described in the journal publication of Singh and Ross 
[Singh07]. A hierarchical registration model is used to align the single views before the 
stitching and blending via multiresolution splines tales place. Marker points placed on the 
human face are used for panoramic face mosaicking is described in the journal publication 
of Yang et al. [Yang]. The markers are removed from the finale virtual view representation. 
We present an approach, which aims to use just a cylinder not only for the frontal part but 
for a complete ±90◦ projection of a face. There image analysis is compensated by the 
calibration data of the capture setup. The main advantage is the simple approximation of a 
human head in contrast to a detailed surface representation used for similar results. 
For further processing of such face projections additional steps have to be applied, which 
depend on the purpose of usage. In the case of face recognition input images are aligned 
before analyzing them, e.g. the eye centers are very often used for this purpose and other 
face features are usually not received attention. In the conference publication of Kouzani 
and Sammut [Kouzani99] the advantage of a local face feature analysis is demonstrated. The 
importance of local aligned face features for recognition is described in the conference 
publication of Tsapatsoulis et al. [Tsapatsoulis98], where the local alignment is described as 
resizing. We present an approach for the local alignment of not only the eye center but for 
any face feature, e.g. eye corners, nose, mouth and chin. This method is based on a feature 
wire grid model rendered on the graphics card. The result is a face image with face features 
aligned to a reference, so that a component analysis does not reflects the differences of one 
face feature but the properties. The novelty of the face feature alignment is the handling of 
the face feature area by using affine transformation. 
4.2 Aligned texture maps 
The goal is it to create a cylindrical projection of a face, like the one shown in Fig 6 with a 
desired view angle range of ±90° using multi view images. Such image can be used as 
texture map for 3D models or pose invariant face recognition tasks. The creation of texture 
maps from one or multiple views are described in many publications. The common idea is 
to project the captured images onto a cylinder using a more or less detailed surface 
representation or to find registration data, which related one captured view to another. 
Blending rules at the overlapping areas define the quality of the synthetic image. Our 
approach is based on a simple approximation of a human head in contrast to a detailed 
surface representation used for similar results. Therefore a detailed reconstruction of the 
face is not required. Registration techniques require high frequency parts, which maybe not 
available for the complete face or hair. Marker points are not very likely, because of the 
more complicated capture and removal process. On the other hand, ghost edges are very 
likely, if the cylindrical approximation is not placed at the right position or the system 
calibration is not adequate. 
In addition selected face features are aligned through several created texture maps. The 
importance of local aligned face features for recognition is described in the conference 
publication of Tsapatsoulis et al. [Tsapatsoulis98], where the local alignment is described as 
resizing. For the alignment of face features we propose a method consisting of a global 
alignment using 2D affine transformation and a local feature alignment based on textured 
wire grid deformation using graphics card rendering. The local alignment is also using an 
affine transformation, but this time of the area around the desired face feature. Feature 
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points are associated to one feature and connected to the used wire grid model, comparable 
to a 3D alignment. Using such transformed images for a PCA will reflect more the 
properties of face features and not the differences. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Texture map created from an image set of nine images captured with 
4.2.1 Stitching multiview images 
The following paragraphs will explain the creation of cylindrical face projections from 
several different views. Our goal is to use a very simple approximation instead of a detailed 
object surface. We have used a cylinder as approximation of a human head. The 
combination of several views captured with a system as shown in Fig 7 to a synthetic image 
as shown in Fig 6 requires information about the surface of the captured object. Such  
 
 
Fig. 7. Capture system for training data acquisition consists of nine cameras at different 
horizontal angles. (left) face surface point displacement due to the circular approximation. 
(middle) Blending rule for the combining of the input images 
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information can range from an exact 3D model over some points in 3D space to an 
approximation of the basic shape. If such surface information are not available, they can be 
extracted from the captured view images with a wide variety of methods. Triangulation 
only requires corresponding point pairs in two views. Surface point reconstruction for a 
couple of corresponding point pairs allows the definition of an approximation of the desired 
surface up to a detailed representation. If the captured images show a unique silhouette, a 
method known as shape from silhouette can be used to reconstruct a volume model. This 
method is limited to convex surfaces. Other methods use registration information, created 
from gradients or marker positions. 
A cylindrical approximation is adapted to the captured head and positioned in the middle 
of the assumed head axis. Head dimensions are defined in the book of Farkas [Farkas95] 
with average values of 151mm for the width of a head and 197mm for the depth of a head. 
Similar numbers can also be found in the report of Young [Young93]. Considering a head 
with hair and two ears, a circular assumption is one possible approximation to the ellipse 
shaped head therefore suitable for the given problem. Besides the head size (radius for the 
cylinder), which can be taken from the mentioned statistical publications, there are other 
remaining unknown positions. Both offsets (x- and z-axis) have to be estimated. 
Therefore the following equation describes the problem. 
( ) ( )222 zx ozoxr −+−=  
This non-linear equation can be solved by Levenberg-Marquadt approach as described in 
the book of Scales [Scales85]. We have used the 3D reconstructed locations of both eye pupil 
centers as well as left and right eye corner of both eyes as fitting locations. The radius was 
fixed to a slightly bigger value than given for the head depth by the statistical publications, 
because of the requirements for the resulting texture map (±90°). The determined cylinder 
offset parameter for the x- and z-axis are used to place the cylinder at the face surface with 
the highest impact for the alignment, like the eyes and mouth. Therefore, the edges of these 
features are aligned and the displacement error for other features are not visible, e.g. nose 
tip. The fitted cylinder and a face surface model are shown in Fig 8. Therefore, some face 
surface points are reconstructed using the calibration data and perspective projection. Due 
to the fact, that several views provide 2D locations of the same feature point, a multi view 
approach for the reconstruction is used for more reliable 3D feature point locations. The 
handling of outliers, which can be a result of the point correspondences or calibration data, 
is crucial at this step. The average of permuted reconstructed 3D point locations using two 
views as well as a closed-form solution for all views have the drawback of moving the 
solution to one or more outliers. We have used a combination of the permutation and 
closed-form solution, which takes advantage of the back projection error in all considered 
views and is therefore an iterative solution. The consideration of the minimum back 
projection error as measurement for the 3D point localization accuracy leads to reliable 
surface points and identifies possible problems with 2D point locations. The evaluation 
result can not only be used for more exact 3D point locations by excluding outliers, but also 
to define weights according to the quality of back projection and therefore to define the 
influence of each view to the to be created texture map. 
The composition is mainly described by the projection of each view onto the object surface and 
in our case a cylindrical approximation. The perspective warping of images onto a cylindrical 
surface is described in the technical report of Szeliski [Szeliski04]. Afterwards a projection will 
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take place, in order to create the texture map. Sampling the cylinder surface with the desired 
resolution of the virtual view is used for this approach. This method allows a set of DOFs, like 
the horizontal and vertical resolution as well as defining a specific region of interest. A linear 
blending rule, like the one shown in Fig 7 is used to incorporate adjacent views. For each 
horizontal position along the circumference left and right views are selected according to the 
camera rotation around the y-axis. The angle differences between the view vector and the 
selected left and right views are converted to weights. This method is constrained on the 
assumption, that the views are now rotating around the head and cylinder center and not 
longer around the convergence point of all views. The 3D reconstructed face features show a 
very small offset along the x axis and a strong offset along the z axis, so that middle view still 
refers to the most frontal face view. Using a linear interpolation between adjacent views leads 
to a weight of 0.5 in the middle of these both views. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Interpolated face surface model with a cylinder fitted at both eyes. 
The result is a texture map shown in Fig 6, where nine views are incorporated to one 
cylindrical projected face image showing ±90°. At the top and the bottom of the created 
image some ghost parts are visible. These wrong stitched parts are caused by the cylindrical 
assumption and the difference to the real object surface. A more detailed 3D object would 
decrease such miss alignments of the regions below the chin.  
4.3 Global and local alignment 
In order to use the created texture maps for the mentioned pose invariant face recognition 
approach, an alignment has to take place. Common is to align the input images globally, by 
using the eye centers as reference points. With the publication of Tsapatsoulis et al. 
[Tsapatsoulis98] the positive influence of local aligned face features is described, if only a 
resizing takes place. We extend this idea to a complete affine transformation of the area 
around the desired face feature and applying the transformation under the support of 
graphics card rendering. Global alignment is based on 2D affine transformation and 
performed for each created texture map separably. The parameters for the transformation 
are determined by using selected face feature locations in all created virtual images. The 
average feature point location is used as reference and all transformations are calculated 
with respect to these data. The feature point locations used for the texture map creation are 
transformed, in order to use them for the alignment. The accuracy of these locations are 
good enough, compared a manual selections, considering the depth distance between 
approximation and real object surface. 
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Fig. 9. (left) Adapted triangle mesh used for the local alignment of selected face features 
(both eyes, nose, mouth and chin). (right) Average images after (right top) global and (right 
bottom) local alignment of 30 images of right eyes from male persons. 
The alignment result for 30 right eyes is shown in the upper part of Fig 9. In order to achieve 
a better alignment result, the regions around selected face features are aligned locally. The 
generic triangle mesh from Fig 9 is adapted and placed at the global transformed face 
feature locations and the associated texture information for each triangle is extracted. The 
face feature locations are transformed to the desired position and the associated textured 
triangles will perform the texture map interpolation. The feature region warping is 
supported by the graphics hardware by rendering the deformed triangle mesh. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Average image of 25 texture maps of different persons (male and female mixture) 
after global and local alignment of selected face features (both eyes, nose, mouth and chin). 
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Using this approach leads to locally aligned virtual texture maps, as can be seen in Fig 10. 
The average image shows a very good definition in the locally aligned facial features. A 
closer look and direct comparison between just global and global plus local aligned right 
eyes is given in Fig 10, which shows again the alignment of 30 right eyes. 
5. Experimental results 
5.1 Dataset and experiment description 
Two different databases have been created in order to show the performance of the Partial 
Principal Component Analysis (P2CA) approach and the improvement in the recognition 
accuracy when using the automatic approach for the creation of the virtual alignment 
texture maps. 
The first one: The UPC face database [UPC-FaceDatabase] contains a total of 756 images  
corresponding to 28 persons with 27 pictures per person acquired under different pose 
views (0º, ±30º, ±45º, ±60º and ±90º) and three different illuminations (environment or 
natural light, strong light source from an angle of 45º, and finally an almost frontal mid-
strong light source). The images have been normalized to an output resolution of 122x100 
pixels. The 180º cylindrical training images have been created by manually morphing five 
images (0º, ±45ºand ±90º) that have been acquired in a different session than the rest of the 
pictures under environmental light conditions. This database is used for testing the P2CA 
approach towards pose and illumination variations and also for comparing this technique 
with the conventional Eigenfaces approach [Turk91]. 
The second dataset has been created using the method proposed above for the automatic 
creation of texture maps. Although this database contains only 20 different subjects it will be 
used to show the improvement of the local alignment method proposed.  For each subject 
two different texture maps have been created: One using only global alignment, and another 
texture map using the global and local alignment process described in Section 4.3. So for this 
database, two different training sets have been created for the training stage of the face 
recognition system: Training set T1 using the global alignment maps; and training set T2 
using the local alignment maps. These training sets will be also used as gallery sets. The test 
set is composed of a total of 9 different views for each subject (180 test images) acquired in a 
second session using the setup depicted in Fig 7. 
A total of three different experiments have been performed: The first one tries to evaluate 
the P2CA technique under different assumptions using the UPC Face Database. The second 
experiment is focused on a comparative between the Partial Principal Component Analysis 
technique and the conventional Eigenfaces approach. Finally, the third experiment is carried 
out on the second dataset and it shows the improvement in the recognition rate when 
introducing the proposed automatic creation and alignment of the texture maps.  
5.2 Results 
In the first experiment we will identify which view angles present lower recognition 
accuracy using P2CA. For this reason, the test set of the UPC-FaceDatabase is divided in 
subsets depending on the angle view of the face image to obtain Table 1 and Table 2. The 
first Table represents the recognition results when using only the images under the neutral 
illumination for the evaluation, whereas the second Table considers the three different 
illuminations of the test set. 
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Angle Recog. Angle Recog. Angle Recog. 
-90º 82.14% -30º 92.85% +45º 96.43% 
-60º 85.71% 0º 100% +60º 82.14% 
-45º 96.43% +30º 82.14% +90º 85.71% 
Table 1. Recognition Accuracy of P2CA under natural light (neutral illumination) 
 
Angle Recog. Angle Recog. Angle Recog. 
-90º 72.63% -30º 73.80% +45º 70.23% 
-60º 71.42% 0º 75% +60º 70.23% 
-45º 73.80% +30º 69.05% +90º 70.23% 
Table 2. Recognition under 3 different illumination conditions 
Table 1 shows that the new technique is considerably robust towards changes in the pose of 
the face. On the other hand, when testing the images under the three different illuminations 
(especially the strong light source from an angle of 45º) the algorithm presents lower 
recognition accuracy as depicted in Table 2. Moreover, it can also be concluded that the 
positive pose variations present a lower recognition rate. The reason for this reduction of the 
recognition accuracy is that one of the three illuminations of the UPC-FaceDatabase 
corresponds to a very strong spotlight coming from the positive side 
In the next experiment, we verify the robustness of P2CA in front of the conventional 2D 
strategies. Thus, Eigenfaces (PCA), and 2DPCA have been implemented. For the training of 
the conventional 2D strategies, 5 different face views for each subject have been used as 
training and gallery data. 
 
Method \ Exp. Neutral illumination 3 illuminations 
PCA / Eigenfaces 72.22% 60.45% 
2DPCA 75% 61.24% 
P2CA 91.91% 72.9% 
Table 3. Recognition Accuracy of the different algorithms 
The results presented in Table 3 show that the novel 2D-3D mixed scheme (P2CA) 
outperforms its respective two dimensional approaches (PCA and 2DPCA) when varying 
pose. 
Finally, in the third experiment we analyze the advantages of creating the virtual images 
with the global and the local alignment method. Table 4 summarizes the results for face 
recognition when using the datasets described above. 
 
 
Training Set T1 
(global alignment) 
Training Set T2 
(global + local alignment) 
Recognition 
Rate 
93.33% 96.66% 
Table 4. Improvement using the local alignment method 
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Although only 20 different persons are used in the experiments, results show that the local 
aligned virtual images present a slight improvement in the recognition rate. The 
improvement of this rate has been obtained for the 0º and ±8º views since these views 
enclose all the face features used for the alignment. 
6. Conclusions and future work 
Face processing is one of the most active research fields as demonstrated by more than 1000 
publications that have appeared in different conferences and journals in the last two years. 
Additionally, it is also a mature topic with more than 30 years. Recently, a new trend of 3D 
face recognition approaches showed an increase in the recognition rate if 3D data is 
available. Nevertheless, cost of the set-up, acquisition time and cooperation of the subjects 
are still some of the requirements for obtaining accurate 3D data that may not be available 
during the recognition stage. Thus, we have presented here a possible alternative following 
a mixed 2D-3D face recognition philosophy, i.e. the system is trained with 3D data but it can 
use either 2D or 3D data in the test stage. We have presented the extension of the 2D 
statistical PCA method [Turk91, Yang04] to a 2D-3D face recognition scheme (Partial 
Principal Component Analysis). However, this philosophy may be extended also to other 
face recognition statistical approaches like LDA or ICA with have shown a higher 
robustness in the presence of illumination variations. Additionally, we have presented an 
automatic approach for the creation of aligned virtual view images using nine different 
views. These aligned virtual view images are used as training data for the P2CA technique. 
The virtual view image is created by using a cylindrical approximation for the real object 
surface. The alignment is done by global and local transformations of the whole image and 
face features, respectively. Results show an improvement in the recognition rate when using 
the local alignment procedure proposed. 
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